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Ammons, 1950; Cook & Hilgard, 1949). This method

a performanceattribute. When the amount
of learning is taken into consideration,
there does not appearto be any superiority
of one over the other schedule (p. 374).
A recent historical review of motorskills research has
stated the case even more bluntly: “Massed practice
influences howwell you perform, not howwellyou learn”
(Adams, 1987, p. 50).

allows for the assessmentof learningat the beginning of
the transfer period (like a retention test) as well as an
evaluation of how long that difference persists under
commonpractice conditions. The best method, andleast
common,is the double transfer design, whereby the

acquisition groupsare dividedin halfandtransferredto
massed and distributed conditions followinga rest period (e.g., Ammons & Willig, 1956; Denny, Frisbey, &
Weaver, 1955). This method has all of the advantagesof
the previous methodplus the added assessmentof how
the switch in practice conditions may have affected performance.
A number of measures, devised to assess learning,
have accompanied these variations in designs. Each

Otherauthors, emphasizing the immensedifference

between performance and learningeffects due to distribution conditions, present a more cautious interpretation of this literature (Sage, 1984; Schmidt, 1982).
Schmidt, for example, whostated earlier that “massing

does notaffect the amountof learning in motortasks”
(1975, p. 77), now concludesthat massed practice pro_ duces “slightly less learning” and thatit “is a powerful
performance variable and relatively weak learning
variable” (1982, p. 484).
In contrast to these conclusions, Oxendine (1984)
argues thatdistribution of practice affects both motor
performance andlearning:
Duringthelatter stages ofa massedpractice,
the performanceofthe individual appears
to be poorerthan the actualstate ofcomprehension or the true learning of the task.
However, I am persuaded that there remains a distinct learning advantage to the

measure uses some score from the retention ortransfer
test to assess learning for the various distribution of

practice conditions. Wewill evaluate four of these measures here.

Four Measures ofLearning
1. Absolute Retention. The absoluteretention scoreis

the simplest measure oflearning. Thisscoreis merely the
performance on the retention test or the first trial
(sometimesthe first few trials) of the transfertest.

2. Relative Retention. The relative retention measure
considers the performance on the retentiontest (or the
first trial(s) of the transfer test) relative to the perform

propertype ofdistributed practice (p. 270).

Although Oxendine is not entirely clear as to what
constitutes a “proper” distributed practice schedule, he
seemsto be the only author who has taken a strong stand
in favor ofa learning effect.
Clearly, there is no firm consensus on how distribu_ lon ofpractice affects motor learning. We will argue
that
this is primarily dueto the variety of ways in which
the
assessment oflearning has been conducted.

ance at the end of the acquisition trials. The measure 1S
calculated by subtracting thefinal acquisition score from
the retention score. This measurehasalso been termed
the difference score or the reminiscence score.

3. Percent Relative Retention. Percent relative retention

is an expression of the relative retention measure 45 #
percent of the amount oforiginal improvement dur:ing

the acquisition trials. This measure is calculated uns
the relative retention score as the numerator and dm °

woke Aaah beaacoe

Assessing Skill Acquisition: The Learning versus
Performance Distinction

There has been widespread agreementth
at the ef.
fects of distribution of practice on lear
ning must be
separated from the temporary effects
that occur during
the acquisition schedule. One way of
providing forthis
distinctionis to interject a rest period
atthe end of the
practice period, followed by aretentionte
st ofone or two trials (e.g., Estes, 1950; Kimble,
1949b; Tsao, 1950). The

retention testallows for a measur
ement ofp

after the temporary effects of the dist

erformance

ing by the amount of improvement from the beginning
to the endof the acquisition practice trials.

4, Final Score. The final score is calculate d from de
learn ing is
signs that use a transfer test. This measure of

merely the last score(s) during the transfertest.

An Example — Bourne and Archer (1956)

A study by Bourne and Archer(1956) provides ager
example of the different interpretations that cou on
made about the effect of distribution of Prne
motor learning based on different measures. pon on

ribution schedules

havedissipated. Another methodi
s to employa transfer
design wherebyall distribution
of practice groups are
transferred to a common distribut
ion condition following the rest period (e.g., Ada
ms & Reynolds, 1954;

and Archer examined performance of adult ee

the rotary pursuit tracking task over 2 perio
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acquisition trials and nine transfer trials. All trials were

30s in length andthe rest period between trials 21 and

99 was 5 min. Five distribution of practice groups were

formed as definedby the length oftheinter-trial interval
during the acquisition phase: 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60s
(creating an empirical continuum from most“massed”
to most “distributed” practice conditions). All groups
performed under the common condition of massed
tials (ie. 0 s inter-trial intervals) during the transfer

phase.
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A comprehensive evaluation of the various
(1971,
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of learning has been undertak
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werealleviated by therest interval. Thus, while massing
depressed performance,the significantrise in performancefollowing therestis an indication that learning was
not impaired. Thefinal score can only be interpreted as
no learning differences between the variousdistribution
of practice groups.
Thepattern ofresults in the Bourne and Archer study
is typical of the findings in the distribution of practice
literature with respect to motor skills. The different
possible learning measures could often result in quite
different conclusions aboutthe effects of distribution of
practice in the same experiment. Whenthese different
measures were then used to compareacross studiesit is
understandable why such divergent conclusions were
reached. Wewill argue however, that only one of these
four measures is an adequate assessment oflearning.
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The results ofthe Bourne and Archer(1956)study for

mean percent time on target are jllustrated in Figure 1.
In their study, Bourne and Archer provided an analysis of
their results in terms of three of the learning scores
used above. They founda significant difference for
seen, een on thefirst post-resttrial (~<.001). As
bet in Figure 1, longerinter-trial intervals resulted in
ter absolute retention scores. Therelative retention

me resulted in an opposite effect (p<.05). The 0- and
for groupsrevealed significantly higher relative reten-

n scores than the other three groups. Thefinal score

(trial 30) resulted in no significant differences (F<1.00).
An analysis of these learning measures reveals diver-

a conclusions. The absolute retention scores are in-

ities tosuggest that the moredistributed the acqui-

rete, Practice, the better the learning. The relative

ite scores could be interpreted two ways. One

Tpretation would be that since the more massed
aes showed morerelative retention than the distribmast then this resulted in better learning under

who, “ practice conditions. However,an alternate (and

tice e likely) interpretation would be that massed prac
caused significant performance decrements that

Walter, 1984) and
1972, 1982; Salmoni, Schmidt, &

on this work. The
muchofthe discussion hereis based
n measures is
primary fault with the tworelative retentio
score that
that they are “contaminated” bya performance
the use of
for
does not reflect learning. The argument
gn ofmotor learnretention and transfertests in the desi
pendent variables can
ing experiments is thatsome inde
ct on performance.
have a temporary, depressin g effe
ning is masked by the
Thus, the assessment about lear
ble. If the independpresence ofthe independentvaria
, then a performance
ent variable does affect learning
pendent variable is no
effect will remain when the inde
n tion ortransfertest). This
longer applied (i.e., ona rete
basis for the learning
argument is the fundamental
The case against the two
versus performance distinction.
, is that they are calculated
relative retention scores then
isition phase of the expert
by using a value from the acqu
variable is still being apment, when the independent
a true measure of learning it
plied. For a score to reflect
ormance data that are not
must be calculated from perf
ary effects of the independcontaminated by the tempor
the
retention is calculated as
ent variable. Si nce relative
this
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retention score minus the
data that
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pendent variable causes one (or more) condition(s) to

Limits ofthe Review

grounds, there is more room for improvementfollowing

The Literature Search. The presentreviewis limitedto
only published research, retrieved in the following way.
Initially, abstracts published since 1968 in Psychological

ing fora statistical reason. His argumentis thatrelative
retention scores underestimate learning whenthe indeperform near a ceiling or floor level. On statistical
the rest interval for conditions that resulted in moderate
levels of performance during the acquisition phase.
Whenrelative retention scores are then calculated, the

Abstracts were searched. Prior to 1968, titles from

assessmentoflearning is determined to an extent by the
levels ofacquisition performancethat had been reached
by the lastacquisitiontrial. This is clearlya problem in the
interpretation of relative retention scores for distribution of practice experiments since longer inter-trial
intervals promote performance that more closely apOn logical grounds, the final score is also a poor
measure of learning. In the distribution of practice
studies that use transfer designsall practice conditions
are brought to a commonlevel ofinter-trial interval
conditions for a series of transfer trials. Performance
over the transfer trials indicates howoriginal learning
affects performance underlike conditions. In somerespects, the course of transfer performance is an indication of a resistance to the convergence of performance
levels, which is an indication of learning. However, the
choice ofthefinal score as the measure of learning is an
arbitrary data point, defined in termsofthe experimental design. A better measure would be the number
of
trials for which a difference between original conditions
(if one resulted) persisted under the common
transfer
conditions, To conclude that a learning effect
was not
apparent based on thefinal score would be
to mask the
potential differences due toa learning effect
that could
have appeared over oneor more ofthe
transfer trials.
Of the four measures commonly reported
in the
experiments on distribution of practice
effects in motor
learning, only the absolute retention
score provides an

adequate assessment of a true learning

the commencementofthe annotatedversionsofPsycho-

aermameramenirme

proximate ceiling and floor levels.

Human MovementScience, Journal ofExperimental Psychol

—_——_. it | een,

Baldwin’s Dictionary (1848-1893), Psychological Index
(1894-1926), and PsychologicalAbstracts (1927-1967) were
searched from the “Motor skills bibliographies” published by Ammons and Ammons in Perceptual and Motor
Skills from 1949 until 1968. These bibliographies representa thoroughlistoftitles in motorskills research upto

logical Abstracts in 1968. As well, the following journals
were searched by hand from volume oneto present

ogy, Journal ofHuman Movement Studies, Journal ofMotor

Behavior, Perceptual andMotorSkills, and Research Quarter

for Exercise and Sport. The references cited in cach Te
trieved article were then cross-checked for omissions.
Oneimportantlimitation ofthis review was the decision
not to include technical reports. This decision was made
based uponthefact that manyofthese reports were later
published in journals, and also because many were net

easily accessible.
SeparatingMotor and Verbal Learning Studies. The tasks
used in the distributionofpractice literature coverav
wide range. Ourreview is focused on motor,not ver
tasks, However, the distinction between motor and .

bal skills is perhaps best classified in terms of 2 er
continuum from high verbal, low motor componen
one endto low verbal, high motor components at

other end (Underwood, 1949, pp. 398-407). Indeed, this
distinction becomeseven further cloudedif one const ;

ers the arguments that learning motor skills inne

effect. The abso-

progression from a highly verbal, or cognitive stage

lute retention score: (a) is not contaminated
by data due
to performance effects, (b) is notinfluenced
by possible
ceiling orfloor performance effects, and
(c) provides an
Initial measure of the potential learning
effect before
common transfer conditions pro
duce the likely convergence in performance,

more motor and autonomousstage with pracice (66

Adams, 1971; Fitts, 1964). In this review we got?
‘liberal interpretation oftasks involving the learnin
motorskill and included researchthat used eeed

tasks” (Underwood, 1949) such as stylus mazes, ee

alphabet printing, and mirrortracing, as well as P ke
motor tasks” (Underwood, 1949) such as pursuit —

A Reevaluation ofthe Literature

ing, balancing, and climbing tasks. Tasks that yeotot
cluded from the review were those
where the ™ le
componentwas deemedto serve onlya perfunciory™

The focusofthe present review
is aN examination of
the effects of distribution of pra
ctice on: (a) motor
performance, at the end of acquisiti
on; and (b) motor

such as speakingor writing a word in a paired-ass°
learning experiment.
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learning, as assessed by absolute retention. Before the
literature is reevaluated,it is critical to definethelimits
of the review in terms of a numberofvariables.

Schmidt (1971) has also argued that in somecases,

yn

the relative retention scores are poor measuresof learn-
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Studies Included in the Meta-Analysis. A total of 116

studies were retrieved that included a contrastofdistri-

bution of practice effects as a part of the experimental
design. Notall ofthese studies could be used in the meta-

analysis, however. In order to conduct the meta-analysis,

certain criteriawere establishedwith theintentof providing as meaningful a contrast as possible, given the very
wide range of experimental designs.
The first criterion was an empirical definition of
“massed” and “distributed” practice. Our examination of
currentreviewsofthisliterature revealed that the terms
massed and distributed often were operationally defined
in terms of the amountof rest during the inter-trial
interval. Singer (1980), for instance, defined massed
practice rather narrowly as practice “withoutanyintermittent pauses” (p. 419). Schmidt (1982) provided a
wider definition of massing where “the amountofpractice time in a trial is greater than the amountofrest
betweentrials” (p. 482). In contrast, distributed practice
is defined in terms of rest intervals that are relatively

decision was to calculate effect sizes for studies that
provided massing conditions within a single practice
session (some distributed conditions providedinter-trial
intervals as long as 24 hrs). Further, both the massed and

distributed groups were defined in termsof constant
inter-trial intervals, with the “massed group” being the
condition of shortest interval and the “distributed
group” having the longestinterval. A discussion of the
literature that did not conform to these criteria will
follow the presentation of the meta-analysis.
Meta-Analysis

Calculating Effect Sizes. Glass, McGraw, and Smith
(1981) provide details of the minimal statistics required
in orderto calculateeffect sizes from researcharticles. Of
the 116 articles that we retrieved, 40 could notbe used

because the necessary informationfor the calculation of
effect sizes was notreported. Effect sizes fora further 29
articles were also notcalculated dueto failure to meet
our design criteria discussed previously. From the re-

longer than under massing conditions (e.g., Magill,

maining 47 articles effect sizes were calculated as the

1985). Our review of the research revealed that in many
studies, there were more than just two groups under
comparison. For instance, in the Bourne and Archer
(1956) study discussed previously there werefive distribution groups,defined in terms ofthe length oftheintertrialinterval (0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 sintervals). For Bourne
and Archer, distribution of practice was treated operationally in terms of a massedto distributed continuum.
Many otherstudies provided a similar dilemmafor defining massed and distributed practice groups. However,
our meta-analysis required that a comparison be drawn

disstandard score differences between the masses and
(where
t
experimen
the
tributed groups at two points in
on the
possible): at the end of acquisition and either

sfer test. From
retentiontest or thefirst trial(s) of the tran

these 47 articles a total of 52 effect sizes were

calculated

reported more
at the end ofacquisition (some articles
(n= 21)
studies
than one experiment). Nearly half ofthe
retenfor
sizes
provided data for the calculation ofeffect
tion (23 studies did notincludearetenton

test and three

statistics to calcustudies did not provide the necessary
list of the studies that
late the retention effect sizes). A
in Appendix A.
were used in thisinitial stage is presented
is a letter that deIn parentheses after each reference

between one massed group and onedistributed group in

order to calculate an effect size. We therefore decided

that given a study wherethree or morelevels of distribu-

calculated (A = end of
notes which effect sizes were
.
acquisition, R = retention).

ton were contrasted, the massed group would be repre-

sented by the condition with the smallestinter-trial interval and the distributed group would be represented by
the condition with the largest inter-trial interval.
The decision to define distribution conditions in
termsofthe length ofthe inter-trial interval provided an
empirical solution for some butnotall of the problems.
What could not be reconciled underthis definition were
instances where the same distribution parameters were

at the end of acquistOfthe 52 effect sizes caIculated
from studies that involved
tion the largest number were
9). Eight stu! dies provided
learning a tracking task (n= 2
po
alphabet printing tasks and
effect sizes for inverted
\
The
tasks.
mirror tracing
another six studies involved
"
the following tasks (n's
remaining 16 studies used
numbers task (3), car
parentheses): Tsai-Partington
(1), Bachman ladder @)
sorting (1), rudder control
rate of manipa ee tas
maze tracing (2), Minnesota
shooting

Provided within a practice session, and time between

Sessions was the variable that separated distribution
groups(e.g., Abrams & Grice, 1976). Another problem

(2), novel basketball
(1), selective mathometer
apparatus (2).
and the Mashburn
(1), stabilometer (1),
ention, I] were

was encountered with studies that did not maintain

ted for ret
Ofthe 21 effect sizes calcula
tasks.
used inverted printing
tracking studies, and three
fer
dif ent
effect sizes were from
The remaining seven

Constantinter-trialintervals (e.g., Doré& Hilgard, 1938).

A final problem also existed with studies that defined

massing in terms oflength ofthetrial, keeping inter-trial

tasks.

interval constant (e.g., Marteniuk & Carron, 1970). Our
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of distribution of practice on motor performance, the

formanceat the end ofpractice is consistently large over
experiments. A consistent advantageofdistributed practice over massed practice was also found on performance
after a retentioninterval, althoughthe advantage wasnot

clear prediction was thata large,positive average effect

size would be foundat the end of acquisition. To assess
this prediction we followed the steps regardingthe statisdevised by Hedges(e.g., Hedges & Olkin, 1985). Effect
sizes were calculated such that better performance for
the distributed group resulted in a positive value (which

quite as large as for the end ofacquisition. Thus, our
conclusion from the meta-analysis is that distributed
practice is beneficial to both the performanceandlearning of motorskills, although the effect on performance
is greater than the effect on learning.

was thecase for every effect size in both acquisition and
retention). A weighted estimate of the pooled standard

OtherFactors

tical analysis of effect sizes suggested by Thomas and

French (1986), which was based largely on the methods

deviation was used as the denominatorin thesecalcula-

Dueto the limiting nature of meta-analyses wefeltit
necessary to review other aspects of theliterature on
distribution of practice that could not be reducedto

tions. The effect sizeswere then corrected for samplesize
(hereafter these effect sizes are denoted as ES), and
estimates of the variance for each ES were determined.
Using formula (5) in ThomasandFrench (1986), the

effect sizes. The remainderofthis sectionis a descriptive

review ofthis literature.

weighted mean ES was found to be .96. According to
Thomas and French (1985), an ES of this magnitude is
considered to be “large.” However,a plotofthe distribution oftheseeffect sizes revealeda slight negative skewness. A subsequent test for homogeneity resulted in a
significant Hstatistic (y? (51) = 136.13, p>.95), indicating
that the group of ES was not homogeneous. An outlier
test using the standardized residuals from the weighted

Final Observations on the Meta-Analysis. Ofthe studies
from which acquisition effect sizes were calculated there

were three that also included retention trials, butfor
whicheffect sizes could not be determined.Foreach one

of these studies a large ES at acquisition emerged.

However,an examination ofthe data asplotted in their
remained after the retention interval (Archer, 1954,

Figure 1; Stelmach, 1969, Figures 1 and2; Fae

Ladder expt); Wild & Payne, 1983 (ES= 6.04) ]. Removal
of these outliers resulted in a less negatively skewed

1951, Figures 1 and 2). This observationis consistentwl

the results of the meta-analysis suggesting that the per

distribution as well as a nonsignificant H test [x? (47) =

os
calibra! sectte
iteee
ie
i

formance advantagefor distributed practice cone

11.98, p<.95], indicating that the remaining
ES were
homogeneous. The weighted meanofthese acquisition
ES without the inclusion ofthe outliers remained
large
(91). The standard deviation about this weighted
mean

is reduced butstill quite evident followinga rest pen

about theeffects

effect sizes here produced no remarkable observabe .

Thomas and French (1986) suggested that a further
examination of outlier studies helps to better under
stand the overall nature of the meta-analysis. However, a
closer look at the five studies
that resulted in oun

of distribution of practice on learning
are various, al-

Itshould be noted however,that eacheffectsize thaw

strong learning effect. The weighted

acquisition effect sizes and the two retention effect st Z
that were found to be outliers were dueto the differena

though many argue that there is
no effect, or that the
effect is quite small. Our analysis
showed that there is a

found to be an outlier shared the
same characteris” ur

they wereall at the sametail of the distribution. The es

mean ESfor abso-

lute retention on theinitial calculation
was found to be

53. This mean may be considered tofall

in the “medium”

between the massed anddistributed groups bei in

ES range (Thomas & French,
1985). The test for homo-

larger than the average of the other studies inclu wage

geneity wasnot significant (x2 (20)
= 5.46, p<.95). Once
again though, a scatter plotof the
individual ES indicated
a slight negative skewness. An outlier
test revealed twoES

the meta-analysis. Thus, our estimate of the ati

performance andlearningeffects was more conser
after removal of these outliers.

outside 95% ofthe distribution [Estes,
1950 (ES = 1.79);

e

Studies for Which Effect Sizes Were Not Calculated
©; .

Pubols, 1960 (ES = 1.79)]. The
resultant wei

ghted

mean
ES based on the absolute
retention scores was .49,
The
standard deviation was 35,
To summarize the result
s of the meta-analysis, the

obvious concern regarding meta-analyses 1s
the ee9 the
ity of a biased sample. Studies that were
relevan dedto

meta-analysis but did not report the statistics
nee many

calculate effect sizes were further examined.
i
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figures also reveals that a difference,albeit reduced,stil

meanidentified four ES that were outside 95% of the
distribution of ES (Estes, 1950 (ES = 3.08); Lorge, 1930
(ES = 9.69); Stelmach, 1969 (ES = 5.16 — Bachman

was 50.
As discussed earlier, the conclusions

a ee ey

advantage of distributed over massed practice on per.

"

Results. Based on recent conclusions aboutthe effect

erina,
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s
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erately better learning, as measured on a retention test9
days later. We (Lee & Genovese, 1988) have replicated

ratios of 1 ona tracking task in a study by Noble, Salazar,

Skelley, & Wilkerson (1979). They did find however, that

and extended Carron’s findings using a task ofeven

a20s:20s (rest:work) ratio was poorer than a 60:60ratio,

althoughratios of 90:90 and 120:120 produced intermediateresults.
Effects ofIncreasing and Decreasing Rest Periods. Snoddy

shorter duration (500 ms). A tentative conclusion then,
is that distributing practice on discrete tasks results in
performance and learningeffects that are quitedifferent
from the effects seen for continuoustasks.

(1935) hypothesized that learning involved two opposed

processes. Early in practice, learning should befacilitated by relatively long rest periods whereas later in
practice, learning is most beneficial under short rest
periods. Moderate support for the hypothesis was found

Future Considerations

by Renshaw and Schwarzbek (1938). Two groups per-

formedacquisition trials on a tracking task undereither
increasing or decreasing periods of rest. Each group
performedfive blocks ofseventrials. The increasing rest

The presentanalysis revealed three importantfindingsrelated to the effects of distribution ofpractice on
motor skill acquisition. First, distributed practice was
found to enhance performance(as measuredatthe end
of acquisition). This finding is consistent with virtually
every conclusion on the topic. Second,the effects of
distributed practice were larger on performancethan on
the first trial(s) of retention. This findingisalso consis
tent with most conclusions. Third, distributed practice
conditionsresulted in better learning than massed prac
tice conditions (as measuredby absoluteretention). This
findingis quite different than mostconclusionsthathave

group received inter-trial intervals of0, 1, 3,5, and 9 min

in each of the successive blocks. The decreasing rest

group received the opposite pattern (9, 5, 3, 1, and 0

min). Theirresults favored the decreasing groupearly in
practice (as expected) and the increasing group (although by a much smaller difference) at the end of
practice. In contrast, Dore and Hilgard (1938) found

that an increasing rest group produced a larger rather
than asmaller difference atthe end ofpractice relative to
decreasing rest periods. Unfortunately, neither study
provided a retention test, so the effects on learning are
unknown. However, it appears that changing rest periodsalters performance in a manner thatfavors longer
inter-trial intervals, regardless of the schedule ofchange

been made recently (cf. Adams, 1987; Magill, 1985;

Schmidt, 1975; Singer, 1980).
That retention is benefitted by distributed practice
may not be too surprising. Other evidence in motor
learning research has demonstrated effects that may
reveal some commonalities. The mostclosely related
practice schedule effectis the so-called “contextual inter-

(McGeoch & Irion, 1952).

Distribution ofPracticeEffects‘forDiscrete Tasks. Continuoustasks aretypically classified in terms of prolonge
d
time spent on thetask, whereasdiscrete tasks are
considered to be relatively rapid frominitiation to completi
on
(Schmidt, 1982). Virtually all ofthe literature
considered
to this point has examined the learning of
a continuous

ference” effect (Shea & Morgan, 1979). This prachct
scheduleeffect is observed when subjects are required lo
learn several variations of a motortask. For example, "i

Shea and Morgan’sstudy, one groupofsubjects wn
three different spatial patterns under a drill-type sc on

motor skill. Indeed, our search of
the literature has

ule (“blocked” practice), whereby all learning aa
one pattern were completed before practice on ano as

revealed only one study that examined
distribution of
practice effects using a discrete task. This
study (Carron,
1969) involved the learning of a peg
turn task. Thetask
was to pick up a small dowel, turn
it upside down, and

pattern was undertaken. A second group of ee

learned all three patterns at once (“random prac 4
in which trials on the task variations
were conducis

reinsert the dowel into a small hole.
The goal was to

an unsystematic order.In a sense, a blocked schedu ie
similar to a massed schedulesince practice on any nr

perform thetask as fast as possible.
One turn equalled

onetrial, so the trial length was approxim
ately 1,300 to
1,700 ms. Carron defined distributed
practice as 5 5
between trials and massed practice as 300
ms between
trials (or as close to 300 msas possible),
Although he did

variation ofthe task is conducted on
consecutive ikea
Further, a random schedule may be considered li t

distributed schedule since practicetrials on any rity

not report relevant statistics, a
reexamination of

do not occurin close proximity in time. The simi on
further extended when considered in termsof reten i.

interesting findings, In marked

effects: random and distributed schedules facilitate
ec

Carron’s data by Schmidt (1982, p. 485)

revealed some

contrastto theliterature,

tention relative to blocked and massed schedules,res?
tively,

massed practice did not depress
acquisition perform-

_ance. Moreover, the massed
condition resulted in mod-

What makes the comparison of contextual 3interfer
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enceand distribution ofpractice effects more interesting
however, are the dissimilarities. The most compelling

dissimilarity is the effect that is seen during acquisition

trials. Distributed practice conditionsfacilitate performance whereas random practice conditions are detrimen-

al to performance. This difference in performance effects reveals a critical distinction for the role of “spacing”
in motorskill learningas a function ofthe typeof task to
be learned. Recall that the majority of distribution of
practice studies used continuous tasks. Most studies of
contextual interference though, used discrete tasks.
Indeed, the two distributionofpractice studies that used
discrete tasks revealed performanceeffects that were
quite different than for continuoustasks (cf. Carron,
1969; Lee & Genovese, 1988). Similarly, two contextual
interference experiments that used a continuous task
(the pursuit rotor) failed to show the typical difference

between blocked and random practice conditions (Lee
& Magill, 1981; Whitehurst & Del Rey, 1983).

This apparent interaction between the spacing effect
and task type on acquisition performance suggests that
the similarity in retention effects betweendistribution of
practice and contextual interference studies mayonly be
a superficial similarity. We believe thatthis is due to the
nature of how the information from these tasks is processed during acquisition trials. Since discrete tasks are
usually very short in duration, information about performanceis evaluated after the completion of the movement. The most important role ofthe inter-trial interval
for discrete tasks appears to be in termsofthis evaluation
Process (Salmoni, Schmidt, & Walter, 1984). However,

since continuous tasks are much longer in duration,

information is received and evaluated as an ongoing

Process during movement. Itis likely that the inter-trial
Interval plays a less critical role in terms of evaluation

Processes for continuoustasks as comparedto discrete

lasks. Perhaps the role of the inter-trial interval for
continuous tasks may be morerelated to various non-

information processing type activities, such as those

suggested by McGeoch andIrion (1952). Indeed,this
hypothesis suggests that contextual interference and

distribution of practice effects are types of phenomena

where the role of spacing practice is particular to the

nature of the information processing constraints of the
task to be learned.
. This emphasis on the nature of information process-
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